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Importance:

High

NPCC Members and Entities of the NERC Registered Ballot Body:
The NPCC Regional Standards Committee (RSC) has reviewed the subject standard project currently posted for ballot
through 8pm April 7th 2015. The project page and further information may be found at:
2008-02.2 Phase 2 of Undervoltage Load Shedding (UVLS): Misoperations - PRC-004-5 and PRC-010-2

The RSC has not reached a full consensus on a voting recommendation, although the majority of the RSC has indicated
the revisions meet the objective of this phase of the project. This phase was specifically to address the following
objectives:




Address the UVLS Misoperation and the remaining work due to the retirement of PRC‐022‐1
(Undervoltage Load Shedding Program Performance) during the development of PRC‐010‐1
(Undervoltage Load Shedding)
Ensure UVLS equipment (i.e., operation or non‐operation) within the UVLS Program is assessed and
mitigated

Members of the RSC expressing their organization may vote negative on the standard are doing so due to a different
issue(s) involving R2 in the standard which requires the UVLS entity to adhere to a UVLS program specifications and
schedule as determined by the PC or TP. This issue was not within the scope of the project.
NPCC as the Regional Entity will be voting “Affirmative” on the standard. Also, please note that the ballot will be
conducted on the “new” Standard Ballot System (SBS). You will not be able to use your legacy “old” credentials
previously given for the older system. You need to be re‐registered and revetted by NERC as a ballot participant on the
new system in order to join the ballot pool and participate in the balloting. If you need assistance I can refer you to a
NERC contact.
If there are any questions please contact me.
Guy V. Zito
Assistant Vice President Standards
Northeast Power Coordinating Council, Inc.
1040 Avenue of the Americas, 10th Floor
New York, NY 10018
212‐840‐1070
212‐302‐2782 Fax
gzito@npcc.org
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